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Summary
 SES is procuring the next generation of satellites today
 SES’s satellites are at the core of an evolving and expanding global network
 SES is driving further technical innovation to deliver tomorrow’s next generation satellite
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SES’s new satellite mantra
Issue/opportunity

1
2
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Light in
weight

~50% of total payload mass
is traditionally propellant; of
which ~⅔ burnt in a few days

Efficient in
beams

Communication ecosystem is
evolving with additional need
for more efficient, affordable
data connectivity solutions

Fast to
market

Currently takes ~3 years to
design, build and launch a
GEO satellite

solution

Electric propulsion

HTS capacity
Digital processing

New launch vehicles

Exploring other possibilities
(e.g. modular construction, reusable rockets)
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Advancing capabilities through innovation
Seven satellites under procurement
Q3 2015
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 Combining industry-leading procurement standards with the latest satellite innovations
1) Procured by LuxGovSat
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Optimising mass to generate launch cost savings
Mass
[ ] and launch cost savings achieved by using electric propulsion
SES-12
Mass if chemical propulsion used

SES-14

SES-15

Mass if chemical propulsion used
Mass if chemical propulsion used

Mass
(actual)

Satellite
Mass

Launch
solution

~40% mass saving

Mass
(actual)

~40% mass saving

Mass
(actual)
~50% mass saving

Launched with
Co-passenger

Smaller
Launch
Vehicle
(Falcon 9)

Launched with
Co-passenger

~40% launch cost saving

~30% launch cost saving

~40% launch cost saving

 Electric propulsion also provides longer fuel at negligible marginal cost
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Communication ecosystem is evolving
Traditional ecosystem mainly connected linear broadcast customers
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Communication ecosystem is evolving
Modern ecosystem also includes deeper networks/applications with a multitude of connectivity options
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Improving spectrum efficiency with hybrid satellites
SES-15 shaped beam and spot beam coverage

4x(1)

1x

 Shaped beams provide wide broadcast coverage
 Spot beams deliver focused capacity for point-to-point or mesh needs
 Spot beam architectures maximise spectrum re-use providing greater theoretical bits/Hz

1) Capacity on a linked basis for point-to-point
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Improving capacity allocation with digital processing
Advantages of digital processing
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 Allocates capacity from one beam to another, increasing possible satellite configurations
 More processing equals more capacity which can be allocated to regions with high demand
 Shift towards smaller beams requires greater ‘switch-ability’
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Delivering greater flexibility of market coverage
SES-12, SES-14 and SES-15 HTS spot beam footprints

SES-15 (129° West)
Up to 10 GHz HTS

SES-14 (47.5/48° West)
Up to 12 GHz HTS

SES-12 (95° East)
Up to 14 GHz HTS

+

Spot beams laying down high volume of capacity globally
Digital processing optimally allocating capacity to key areas

=

On-orbit capability to pivot from one market opportunity to another
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Reducing normalised CapEx requirement
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 Achieving ~12% programme cost savings; on track to deliver target of up to 20% by 2018
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Globalised business with strong local presence
SES’s global satellite fleet and access network

 Industry-leading network performance (over 99.99% network availability)
 Unmatched technical understanding customer relationships (average 8.9/10 rating of
technical excellence in customer service)
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Keeping satellite at the heart of the global network
Key advantages of satellite within the global communications network
 Wide coverage – global footprint and unparalleled global reach
 Broadcast – bit-efficient dissemination of data
 Instantaneous and scalable throughput – new network node easily built with a new antenna

Key attributes for satellite to remain at the heart of the digital ecosystem
 ‘Switch-ability’ to adapt capacity to network need and maintain fill rates
 Cost efficiency of new capacity to maintain/enhance the attraction of satellite
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Looking towards the next generation of innovation
Today

Tomorrow

 ‘Hyperadvanced’
payloads

 Quadrupled processing power, means
more capability to allocate capacity to
meet future customer requirements

 Multi-launch
vehicles

 Fully reusable launch vehicles
amortising rocket manufacturing costs
over multiple payloads

 Photonic-based front-end
technologies reduce cost and mass
for greater performance
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Building SES’s future technology infrastructure
Future: Blue Sky

Next Next Gen: 2019
Next Gen: Now
 Electric propulsion allows
for larger satellites to be
launched on smaller vehicles
 Selective payload
processing builds in
flexibility to market demand
 Qualifying new launch
vehicles (Falcon 9) which
diversify access to space
 Hybrid network offerings
interconnecting SES’s GEO
coverage with low latency/low
cost per bit of O3b

 Massively processed
payloads optimising
spectrum allocation
 Full digitisation means
simpler, smaller, lighter
payload manufacturing
 Fully reusable launch
vehicles (Falcon 9-R) which
amortises rocket costs over
multiple missions

 Upgradeable payloads
leverage digital technology
evolution rates
 Advanced launch
strategies (e.g. ‘space tugs’)
maximising efficiency to orbit
 Allocation-specific
programmable
transponders allow
payloads to be reconfigured
in software on orbit

 Satellite at heart of universal
global transparent network
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Conclusion
 Shaping future technology of the industry to enhance
our core technical value
 SES’s global satellite infrastructure remains integral to a
global connected network
Video

Fixed Data

Mobility

Government

 SES is delivering the future of connectivity
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Disclaimer
 This presentation does not, in any jurisdiction, including without limitation in the U.S., constitute or form part of, and should not be
construed as, any offer for sale of, or solicitation of any offer to buy, or any investment advice in connection with, any securities of
SES, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.
 No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made by SES, its directors, officers or advisors, or any other person,
as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation, and any reliance you place
on them will be at your sole risk. Without prejudice to the foregoing, none of SES, or its directors, officers or advisors accept any
liability whatsoever for any loss however arising, directly or indirectly, from use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising
in connection therewith.
 This presentation includes “forward-looking statements”. All statements other than statements of historical fact included in this
presentation, including without limitation those regarding SES’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of
management for future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to SES products and services), are forwardlooking statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors
that could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of SES to be materially different from future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous
assumptions regarding SES and its subsidiaries and affiliates, present and future business strategies, and the environment in which
SES will operate in the future, and such assumptions may or may not prove to be correct. These forward-looking statements speak
only as at the date of this presentation. Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation regarding past trends or activities
should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. SES, and its directors, officers and
advisors do not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise.

